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Washoe County Bar Welcomes New Admittees
On October 15, 2021, the Supreme Court of Nevada convened in Special Session for administration of the official oath to
attorneys being admitted to the Nevada State Bar.
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WCBA President, Chandeni Sendall
and Anthony Arger, WCBA Sergeant-At-Arms,
spoke at the swearing-in ceremony.
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President

Highlights from the 2021 Nevada Government Civil
Attorney's Conference

A

fter a one-year hiatus due to the
pandemic, on October 13-15,
2021, the Public Lawyers’ Section of the
State Bar of Nevada sponsored the 2021
Nevada Government Civil Attorneys’
Conference at the Hard Rock Hotel
& Casino Lake Tahoe. It was the first
time the conference was offered both inperson and virtually, with the in-person
attendance selling out.
As many of you may attend various
conferences throughout the year to
obtain your Continuing Legal Education
credits in the field you practice in, as a
deputy city attorney in the civil division
at the City of Reno, I have traditionally
attended the Nevada Government Civil
Attorneys’ conference. And prior to
2020, I always attended the conference
in person and enjoyed catching up with
colleagues from across the State and
meeting new ones. This year I was not
able to attend in person, but had the
benefit of participating virtually.
The conference provides updates
on applicable state and federal laws
that impact civil government attorneys
throughout the state. Conveniently,
the conference provides attendees all
13 hours of required Continuing Legal
Education credits for the year.
The topics this year included:
Water Law; Employment Law; Nevada
Supreme Court and Court of Appeals
Update; Cannabis Compliance Board
Update; Primer for New Government
Lawyers; Nevada Lawyers Assistance
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Program; 2021 Legislative Update;
Building the Pipeline for Diversity,
Equity, and Inclusion in the Public
Law Office; and Challenges and
Lessons Learned from the Pandemic &
Emergency Management.
Chief Justice Hardesty presented the
update on the Nevada Supreme Court
and Court of Appeals. Notably, he
discussed the status of the caseload at the
Nevada Supreme Court and Court of
Appeals; how the courts are addressing
the backlog in jury trials for criminal
and civil cases; the development of
a strategic plan for Nevada’s judicial
system; and the establishment of various
commissions to study: the creation of
water courts, future amendments to the
Nevada Rules of Appellate Procedure,
statewide rules on virtual/remote
hearings, and proposed amendments to
the Judicial Code and judicial discipline
process. The Chief also provided
conference attendees tips when filing
and seeking emergency writ relief from
the Nevada Supreme Court.
The presentation on employment
law included an interesting discussion
on the legality of employer imposed
COVID-19 vaccination mandates,
and addressed whether employers
may mandate vaccines, incentivize
vaccinations, or require that all new
hires be vaccinated. The general answer
provided to all of these questions was yes
(with plenty of associated caveats).
ANTHONY ARGER, EDITOR
GINA MACLELLAN, MANAGING EDITOR
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For example, the speaker emphasized
the importance that the employer’s
policies clearly establish paths for
accommodation if a vaccine mandate
is imposed (i.e., religious or medical
exemption). Similarly, the speaker
explained that any incentive offered
to employees should be consistent
and available to employees who
legitimately fall within an established
accommodation category. Last, if an
employer mandates that all new hires
be vaccinated, such a policy can be seen
as extremely risky from a workplace
safety context given that an employee
hired in 2019 would not be required
to be vaccinated while a coworker
hired in 2021 would be required to be
vaccinated.
Although I am not providing a
summary on every topic discussed at
the conference, all the presentations
addressing topics ranging from HR
issues, litigation updates & best
practices, cannabis regulation, and
others were well researched and delivered
in a proficient and informative manner.
I would like to thank the leadership
of the Public Lawyers’ Section of the
State Bar of Nevada for organizing a
diverse array of topics and speakers
for the conference. I look forward to
attending next year!
Stay well and happy holidays.
PRESIDENT
VICE PRESIDENT
SECRETARY
TREASURER
SERGEANT-AT-ARMS
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

CHANDENI SENDALL
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CONVERSATIONS ON DISCOVERY
By Wesley M. Ayres, Discovery Commissioner

T

he deliberative process privilege is
one of the traditional
mechanisms that provide protection to
the deliberative and decision-making
processes of the executive branch of
government. See DR Partners v. Bd. of
Cty. Comm’rs, 116 Nev. 616, 622, 6
P.3d 465, 469 (2000); see also Clark Cty.
Sch. Dist. v. Las Vegas Review-Journal,
134 Nev. 700, 705, 429 P.3d 313,
318 (2018) (quoting NLRB v. Sears,
Roebuck & Co., 421 U.S. 132, 150 (1975)
(“[t]he central purpose of the privilege is
protecting the decision-making processes
of government agencies”) (internal
quotation marks and citation omitted)).
It permits “agency decision-makers
to engage in that frank exchange of
opinions and recommendations necessary
to the formulation of policy without
being inhibited by fear of later public
disclosure,” and thus protects materials or
records that reflect a government official’s
deliberative or decision-making process.
See DR Partners, 116 Nev. at 623, 6 P.3d
at 469 (quoting Paisley v. CIA, 712 F.2d
686, 698 (D.C. Cir. 1983), vacated in part
on other grounds, 724 F.2d 201 (D.C. Cir.
1984)). Earlier this year, in U.S. Fish &
Wildlife Serv. v. Sierra Club, Inc., 141
S. Ct. 777 (2021), the United States
Supreme Court discussed this privilege
in the context of a request under the
Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”),
5 U.S.C. § 552 (2018). Since our own
high court has previously followed federal
precedents on this subject, a review of that
decision is prudent.
The FOIA request at issue arose out of a
2011 proposed rule of the Environmental
Protection Agency (“EPA”) regarding the
design and operation of “cooling water
intake structures,” which withdraw
large volumes of water from various
sources to cool industrial equipment.
Pursuant to federal regulations, the EPA
then began consulting with the federal
Fish and Wildlife Service (“FWS”)

and the National Marine Fisheries
Service (“NMFS”). The purpose of the
consultation was to obtain an official
“biological opinion” from each service
on whether the EPA’s proposal would
jeopardize threatened or endangered
species. After an initial period of
consultation, the EPA revised its original
proposal. In 2013, the services completed
their respective draft biological opinions,
in which they concluded that the revised
proposed rule was likely to jeopardize
certain species and identified possible
reasonable and prudent alternatives.
However, the decisionmakers at each
service decided to shelve the draft
opinions and agreed with the EPA
to extend the period of consultation.
Ultimately, the EPA sent the services a
proposed rule that differed significantly
from the version that was the subject of
their 2013 review. In 2014, FWS and
NMFS issued a joint final biological
opinion concluding that the proposed
rule would not jeopardize threatened or
endangered species, and the EPA issued
its regulation. See id. at 783-84.
Subsequently, Sierra Club, Inc.
(“Sierra Club”), submitted FOIA
requests for records related to the services’
consultations with the EPA. The services
provided numerous documents, but
they withheld the 2013 draft biological
opinions and certain other draft
documents pursuant to the deliberative
process privilege. In 2015, Sierra Club
sued FWS and NMFS, and the district
court subsequently found that the draft
biological opinions were subject to
disclosure under FOIA. That decision
was affirmed by the Ninth Circuit Court
of Appeals in 2018. The appellate
court reasoned that the draft biological
opinions were not privileged because even
though they were labeled as drafts, they
represented the services’ final opinion
that the EPA’s 2013 proposed rule was
likely to have an adverse effect on certain

endangered species. In 2019, FWS
and NMFS filed a petition for a writ of
certiorari with the Supreme Court, which
was granted. See id. at 784-85.
In a 7-2 decision, the Supreme Court
reversed the Ninth Circuit’s decision.
The majority opinion, authored by
Justice Barrett, began by explaining
that the deliberative process privilege, a
form of executive privilege, provides an
exemption from disclosure under FOIA.
See id. at 785; see also 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)
(5) (protecting “inter-agency or intraagency memorandums or letters that
would not be available by law to a party
other than an agency in litigation with
the agency,” so long as documents were
created less than twenty-five years before
date of request). The privilege shields
from disclosure “documents reflecting
advisory opinions, recommendations
and deliberations comprising part of a
process by which governmental decisions
and policies are formulated.” See Sierra
Club, 141 S. Ct. at 785 (quoting NLRB
v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 421 U.S.
132, 150 (1975) (internal quotation
marks omitted)); see also DR Partners,
116 Nev. at 623, 6 P.3d at 469 (“[t]o
qualify as part of ‘deliberative’ process,
the materials requested must consist of
opinions, recommendations, or advice
about agency policies”). Its purpose is
to encourage candor among officials and
thereby improve agency decisionmaking.
See Sierra Club, 141 S. Ct. at 785.
The privilege distinguishes between
predecisional, deliberative documents,
which are exempt from disclosure,
and documents reflecting a final agency
decision and the reasons supporting it,
which are not. See id. at 785-86; see also
DR Partners, 116 Nev. at 623, 6 P.3d
at 469 (“[t]o qualify for non-disclosure
under this privilege, the requested
documents must be both predecisional
and deliberative”). Simply put,
“[d]ocuments are ‘predecisional’ if they
November/December 2021, Vol. 43, No. 6
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were generated before the agency’s final
decision on the matter, and they are
‘deliberative’ if they were prepared to
help the agency formulate its position.”
See Sierra Club, 141 S. Ct. at 786. But a
document does not necessarily represent
an agency’s final decision merely because
nothing else follows it:
Sometimes a proposal
dies on the vine. That
happens in deliberations—
some ideas are discarded
or simply languish. Yet
documents discussing such
dead-end ideas can hardly
be described as reflecting
the agency’s chosen course.
What matters, then, is
not whether a document
is last in line, but whether
it communicates a policy
on which the agency has
settled.
Id. (citations omitted). In making this
determination, courts must consider
whether the agency treats the document
as its final view on the matter—that
is, whether the process of formulating
government decisions and policies
has concluded and the document
has “real operative effect.” See id.
(quoting Sears, 421 U.S. at 150, 16061 (internal quotation marks omitted)).
“[A] document that leaves agency
decisionmakers ‘free to change their
minds’ does not reflect the agency’s final
decision.” See id. (quoting Renegotiation
Bd. v. Grumman Aircraft Eng’g Corp.,
421 U.S. 168, 189-90 & n.26 (1975)).
In applying these principles to the
draft biological opinions of FWS and
NMFS, the Supreme Court noted that
the services identified these documents
as “drafts,” which suggests “a preliminary
version of a piece of writing subject
to feedback and change.” See id. The
Court clarified that the label “draft”
does not preclude a finding that the
document is a final decision. Indeed,
a draft biological opinion could be
deemed “final” if the services have made
clear that they would not incorporate
responses made by the agency consulting
with them. See id. 786-87 & n.4. But
the regulations governing the services’
biological opinions clearly contemplate
the creation of an initial “draft” opinion
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that must be made available to the
agency, a process that contemplates
further review and the possibility of
changes to the draft opinion. See id. at
787.
Sierra Club argued that the services
had actually reached final conclusions
in their “draft” opinions that they were
unwilling to change, and that those
opinions had a “real operative effect” on
the EPA since it revised its proposed rule.
The Court explained that the phrase
“real operative effect” refers to legal, not
practical, consequences that flow from
the agency’s action. The phrase would
apply to a final biological opinion because
legal consequences flow from a final
opinion; specifically, the EPA would be
required to implement the alternatives
identified by the services, terminate its
proposed action, or seek an exemption.
See Endangered Species Act of 1973 §§
7(b)(4), (g), 9(a), 16 U.S.C. §§ 1536(b)
(4), (g), 1538(a) (2018). However,
legal consequences do not flow from
a draft biological opinion. Moreover,
modification of a proposed rule might
be the practical consequence of various
documents prepared earlier than a draft
biological opinion. An approach that
would withhold protection under the
deliberative process privilege for all such
documents would effectively gut the
privilege. See Sierra Club, 141 S. Ct. at
787-88.
As stated previously, the privilege
analysis must focus on whether FWS
and NMFS treated their draft opinions
as final, and the Court held that they did
not. They were prepared by lower-level
staff and the decisionmakers neither
approved them nor sent them to the
EPA. In fact, they were “drafts of draft
biological opinions.” See id. at 788.
While they proved to be the services’
last word regarding the EPA’s 2013
proposed rule, “[t]he recommendations
were not last because they were final;
they were last because they died on the
vine.” See id.; see also Sears, 421 U.S.
at 151 n.18 (“courts should be wary
of interfering” with drafts that “do not
ripen into agency decisions”). “The
opinion that came to fruition was the
Services’ joint ‘no jeopardy’ opinion
about the 2014 version of the EPA’s
proposed rule.” Sierra Club, 141 S.

Ct. at 788. In response to Sierra Club’s
concern that the services would be able
to protect all of their decisions simply
by stamping “draft” on every document,
the Court emphasized that the judicial
inquiry is functional rather than formal:
“If the evidence establishes that an
agency has hidden a functionally final
decision in draft form, the deliberative
process privilege will not apply.” Id. But
no such evidence was presented here,
so the Court concluded that the draft
biological opinions were predecisional
and deliberative, and that they were
therefore protected from disclosure by
the deliberative process privilege. The
case was remanded, however, so that the
district court could determine whether
specific parts of the opinions should be
disclosed because they were segregable
from the protected material. See id. at
788-89.
Justice Breyer’s dissent explained
why he believed that “a Draft Biological
Opinion would not normally enjoy
a deliberative privilege from FOIA
disclosure.” He agreed with the majority
that determining whether a document is
“final” or “deliberative” is a functional
analysis, and he further agreed that
drafts of draft opinions would normally
be protected from disclosure. But
he was convinced that the services’
draft biological opinions ordinarily
reflect final decisions for five reasons.
First, he felt that further deliberation
about the draft opinions’ content was
unlikely. Second, both final and draft
opinions serve essentially the same
functions in the regulatory process—
to explain the services’ findings and
identify alternatives. A draft opinion
is made available to the agency so that
it can choose its preferred course before
issuance of a final opinion, rather
than to change the services’ analyses
or conclusions. Third, final biological
opinions are relatively rare; draft
opinions in practice are the documents
that explain the services’ conclusions
and trigger agency action. Fourth,
regulations provide that draft opinions
generated as a result of a private party’s
request for agency action (e.g., for
issuance of a permit) are not protected
under FOIA, and draft opinions are
often placed on the EPA’s public docket

in any event. Fifth, at least some legal
consequences flow from the services’
completion of a draft opinion (e.g.,
limitation on agency’s available options).
Justice Breyer nevertheless concluded
that in this case, a question remained
over whether the documents at issue
were “draft reports” or “drafts of draft
reports,” and he would have remanded
the case “to determine just how much
work was left to be done” on the reports
at issue. See id. at 789-91.
The Nevada Supreme Court
has issued two decisions in which
it made clear that the deliberative
process privilege would apply only
to documents that are predecisional
and deliberative. But those decisions
focused on whether the privilege applies
when the government’s actions are in
question, see Clark Cty., 134 Nev. at
705-06, 429 P.3d at 318-19; whether
the documents at issue were designed to
directly contribute to the formulation of
important public policy, see id.; whether
the documents contributed to an agency
decision or policy and consisted of
opinions, recommendations, or advice
about agency policies, see DR Partners,
116 Nev. at 623, 6 P.3d at 469-70;
and whether factual information was
inextricably intertwined with the
decision or policy-making processes
of government, see id. In the context
of those cases, the Court did not need
to address whether the documents or
information at issue constituted an
agency’s final decision, as opposed to
predecisional and deliberative material.
In that regard, Sierra Club provides
helpful guidance about the scope of
the deliberative process privilege that
presumably would impact the analysis of
Nevada appellate courts in a future case.
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APPELLATE AFFAIRS
By Debbie Leonard, Leonard Law, PC

THE IMPORTANCE OF NRCP 52(b) IN BRINGING AN APPEAL

A

fter a district court enters its
final judgment, there is often
a flurry of post-judgment motion
practice. These motions tend to focus on
NRCP 59 and NRCP 60, which allow
a party to request a new trial or to alter
or amend or set aside a judgment. A
sometimes-overlooked post-judgment
motion is one based on NRCP 52(b),
which allows a party to move a district
court to amend or make additional
findings of fact. The Supreme Court
jurisprudence is not entirely clear as to
whether a losing party must avail itself
of this rule in order to preserve an issue
for appeal.
Language of the Rule
NRCP 52 sets forth different
requirements for the district court to
make findings of fact and conclusions
of law, depending upon the type of
proceeding that occurred. After a bench
trial or in an order that grants or denies
an interlocutory injunction, “the court
must find the facts specially and state
its conclusions of law separately,” either
on the record after the close of evidence
or in a written opinion. NRCP 52(a)
(1)-(2). Generally, when ruling on a
motion, a district court need not state
findings or conclusions but must “state
on the record the reasons for granting or
denying a motion.” NRCP 52(a)(3).
Insufficient or incorrect findings
can be addressed before a party takes
an appeal. “On a party’s motion filed
no later than 28 days after service of
written notice of entry of judgment,
the court may amend its findings — or
make additional findings — and may
amend the judgment accordingly.”
NRCP 52(b). A motion to amend or
make additional finds may be filed with
a motion for a new trial under Rule 59.
Appellate Review of Findings
On appeal, the reviewing court must
not set aside findings that are based
on conflicting evidence unless they are
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clearly erroneous. The appellate court
must give deference to the district court’s
credibility determinations. NRCP 52(a)
(6).
The Supreme Court has occasionally
complained in its published opinions
about the difficulty presented on appeal
when a district court has failed to make
adequate findings. See Willard v. BerryHinckley Indus., 136 Nev. 467, 470,
469 P.3d 176, 180 (2020). “Without an
explanation of the reasons or bases for
a district court's decision, meaningful
appellate review, even a deferential one,
is hampered because we are left to mere
speculation.” Jitnan v. Oliver, 127 Nev.
424, 433, 254 P.3d 623, 629 (2011).
“[T]he [appellate] court will not

imply findings to support the judgment
where the record is not clear.” Com.
Cabinet Co. v. Mort Wallin of Lake Tahoe,
Inc., 103 Nev. 238, 240, 737 P.2d 515,
517 (1987). Instead, the court will
remand to the district court. However,
there are examples of where the Supreme
Court has been willing to imply findings
where the record can support them. See
Griffin v. Westergard, 96 Nev. 627, 632,
615 P.2d 235, 238 (1980); Heidtman v.
Nevada Indus. Comm'n, 78 Nev. 25, 30,
368 P.2d 763, 765 (1962). Moreover,
the Supreme Court has indicated that
where findings of fact are inadequate,
it may read them “in conjunction with”
conclusions of law to uphold a trial
Continued on page 9
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FAMILY L AW MAT TERS
By Travis Clark, Esq. of Surratt Law Practice

PROTECTING SEPARATE PROPERTY AFTER DIVORCE

I

n the practice of family law, an oftenasked question of post-divorced
parties is: “how do we make sure to
protect their post-divorce assets from the
ex-spouse or a future ex-spouse?” One
answer, and a fairly good one, is to place
the property into trust.
Under Nevada Law a trust can assist
the client in keeping their assets separate
and apart from future spouses, their
children’s spouses or ex-spouses, or their
ex-spouse. Trusts operate as a separate
legal entity under our laws. When a trust
is drafted with the required formalities, it
becomes, for lack of a better analogy, a
business.
Businesses live in perpetuity. They
dissolve by their own terms, or sometimes
legal action. A trust is akin to this: it can
hold assets that are encumbered, and it
will dissolve, generally, by its own terms.
Most commonly, trusts dissolve after
administration or distribution of the
assets held in trust. The tax identification
number is the grantor’s social security
number. This is commonly referred to
as a “grantor’s” trust. When the grantor
passes away, the trust can control the
assets titled in its name until the terms of
the trust dictate otherwise.
For example, let’s say that Jill and Bill
go through a contentious divorce with
two children. Jill is awarded $500,000
in liquid assets, a home, and a vehicle.
Post-divorce, Jill wisely invests her money
and turns her estate into a multimilliondollar estate, but she does not surpass
the federal lifetime gift tax exemption
(which currently sits at $11.7 million per
person, $23.4 million per couple – this is
important for other reasons not discussed
here). Jill will be darned if her ex-spouse
gets ahold of any of her money because
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post-divorce, he squandered his.
If Jill passes away, while the estate
will not pass to her ex-husband under
Nevada’s law of intestacy, placing the
assets in trust will assure that the assets
pass to the children. However, for this
hypothetical we will assume Jill did not
engage a trust during her lifetime. If she
passes and the monies are distributed
to minors, in Nevada, children under
the age of 18 cannot inherit property.
If they do inherit while under 18, the
monies will be placed in a blocked trust
account with restricted access until they
reach majority. Either way, the sole
remaining parent, Bill, can petition the
court to release funds from a blocked
trust account, or if the children are over
18, Bill can talk directly to the kids to
get ahold of the money. Whether Bill
actually uses the money for the kids is
a completely different issue, but you see
my point. While Jill was adamant that
Bill would NEVER have her money,
under this hypothetical, which is not all
that uncommon, Bill can get into her
monies for his own ends.
How does Jill prevent this? Jill can
engage a trust during her lifetime and
transfer her titled assets into its name,
thus, causing the trust to control the
assets it holds. In this scenario, Jill is
referred to as the grantor. While alive she
is both the trustee and the beneficiary of
the trust. Upon her death, a successor
trustee, whom she chose, is appointed
and the children will become the vested
beneficiaries.
It bears mentioning that a revocable
living trust is a trust for anyone who
has a titled asset and any person who
wants to make sure their loved ones do
not go through a complex legal process

upon their death. If a client has a bank
account, real property, stocks or bonds,
or any other titled asset without a trust
or beneficiary designations, probate is
required to transfer the asset to another
person after death. A trust avoids probate
to make this transition smooth and
almost seamless, but I digress.
During the creation of the trust,
Jill can opt to have sub-trusts drafted
for each child such that the sub-trust
would be created upon her death. She
can appoint a successor trustee that she
trusts to manage the assets and then pay
the children’s expenses without giving
the money outright to the children. This
can effectively keep her monies from her
ex-spouse or the children’s spouses until
the trusts dissolve by their terms. A
remarriage can frustrate this absent a prenup, as NRS 125.150(1)(b) allows the
family court to open even an irrevocable
trust if community property is held
within it.
The question of how to protect
monies from the dreaded ex is one we
are asked time and again. Advise your
clients after divorce to consider creating
a revocable living trust to protect their
separate property assets.
Travis Clark is an associate with Surratt Law
Practice, P.D. Travis was recently named
one of Nevada's Elite Up and Coming
Attorneys, and received
the Outstanding Young
Lawyer of Northern
Nevada award from
Nevada Legal Services
for his pro-bono work.
Travis is also the social
chair for the Washoe County Bar Association
for 2021/22.

Appellate Affairs Continued
court’s judgment. Bowers v. Edwards,
79 Nev. 384, 388, 385 P.2d 783, 785
(1963).
Appellant’s Burden to Preserve a
Challenge to Findings
Faced with this case law, a would-be
appellant must decide whether to file
a NRCP 52(b) motion when a district
court issues an adverse judgment with
deficient or incorrect findings. Often,
when it is clear the district court has
not been, and is not going to be,
receptive to the losing side’s arguments,
it seems futile to file yet another
motion. Notably, “[a] party may later
question the sufficiency of the evidence
supporting the findings, whether or not
the party requested findings, objected to
them, moved to amend them, or moved
for partial findings.” NRCP 52(a)(5).
However, beware of a potential
waiver. The Supreme Court has held
that where an issue “was before the
lower court [but] the trial court failed to
refer to that issue in any respect in its
finding of fact of fact and conclusions of
law or judgment” and the “[a]ppellant
failed to move to amend the findings
or judgment, ... the question was not
preserved for appellate consideration.”
Solar, Inc. v. Elec. Smith Const. & Equip.
Co., 88 Nev. 457, 459, 499 P.2d 649,
649–50 (1972). This holding was
cited in one unpublished disposition
to find that the appellant had waived
an argument on appeal by not filing
a NRCP 52(b) motion in the district
court. See Kaufman v. HLK, LLC, 129
Nev. 1130, *3, 2013 WL 5230797
(Table) (unpublished disposition 2013).
The bottom line is that you should
carefully review the district court’s
findings of fact and conclusions of law
to ensure they address all issues you
may want to raise on appeal. If not,
even when you almost certainly are
facing a denial, move the district court
to amend or make additional findings
to avoid problems on appeal. Although
you are likely loathe to engage in further
motion practice before the same district
judge who already decided against your
client, it may be the most prudent path
forward.

Debbie Leonard owns Leonard Law, PC,
where her practice focuses on appeals before
Nevada’s appellate courts, the Ninth Circuit
Court of Appeals and
administrative agencies.
She served as the 20132014 Chair of the State
Bar’s Appellate Litigation
Section and is Lead Editor
of the Nevada Appellate
Practice Manual, 20162021 editions. She is also a mediator and
Nevada Supreme Court settlement judge.

STATEMENT FROM SUPREME COURT
CHIEF JUSTICE JAMES W. HARDESTY
ANNOUNCING HE WILL NOT SEEK RE-ELECTION
“It has been an unimaginable honor and distinct privilege to serve the citizens of
Nevada as a District Court Judge and a Nevada Supreme Court Justice for almost
24 years. However, I have decided not to seek re-election and retire from the Nevada
Supreme Court once my term expires at the end of 2022."
“I want to extend a sincere and heartfelt thank you to my wife, family, my judicial
assistant for over 20 years, my 42 law clerks, the Supreme Court staff and all the friends
and supporters that helped me achieve the professional experience of a lifetime."
“The Nevada Judiciary has experienced much growth during my tenure on the
bench. I am particularly proud of the role I had in the creation of a court of appeals, the
construction of a new Appellate courthouse in Las Vegas, the adoption of a business
plan that has funded courthouse and technology improvements throughout the state,
and the expansion of Interest paid on Lawyers Trust Accounts that increased funding
to legal aid organizations tenfold. In addition, I had the opportunity to reform the
guardianship system, advance criminal justice reforms, and author over 350 published
opinions on Nevada law."
“While I will genuinely miss serving the citizens of our great state, I look forward
to the next chapter of my professional career and spending more time with my wife
and family.”

Woodburn and Wedge is pleased to announce that
Jowi Asmar
has joined the firm as an associate.
Jowi is experienced in civil practice
and family law.

Attorneys and Counselors at Law
Est. 1918

More than a century of Nevada law practice.
Sierra Plaza | 6100 Neil Road, Suite 500 | Reno, Nevada 89511-1159 | 775.688.3000
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l AW LIBRARY/ PRO BONO CORNER
What’s New at the Law Library
The Washoe County Law Library
is pleased to announce the receipt of
a $20,000 grant from the Institute of
Museum and Library Services through
the Library Services and Technology
Act, administered by the Nevada State
Library, Archives and Public Records.
This grant was used to add 53 new
electronic books to our Lexis Digital
Library. You can access the Lexis Digital
Library through our website: https://
www.washoecourts.com/LawLibrary/
OnlineResources

and enjoy these new titles:
• Corbin on Contracts, revised
edition, 2021
• New Appleman on Insurance Law,
2021
• Weinstein's Federal Evidence, 2nd
edition, 2021
• Nichols on Eminent Domain, 3rd
edition, 2021
These e-books can be borrowed for a
week and accessed 24 hours a day. Please
take advantage of this great resource!
Contact the Law Library for questions.
The library has also received a
donation from the estate of David
Hamilton, Esq. that was used to
purchase copies of the new Nevada
Appellate Practice Manual, 2021 edition.
Thank you to Mr. Hamilton and his
family. If you would like to check out
a copy of the Appellate Manual or any
other print materials, the library is open
for in-person visits.
Other new print titles in the library:
COVID-19 and Other Pandemics:
business and legal challenges, by James T.
O'Reilly & Philip Hagan, 2021.
Sack on defamation: libel, slander, and
related problems, 5th edition, by Robert
D. Sack, 2021.
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Strategies on Appeal, by Myron
Moskovitz, 2021.
New staff: Please welcome Liz
Williams as our new Senior Law Library
Assistant. She has a master’s degree
in Library Science and many years
of experience in public and medical
libraries. She looks forward to learning
more about law library resources and
providing great customer service to our
local legal community. Liz has returned
to Reno after 10 years in Florida and the
Caribbean and is enjoying the mosquitofree mountain air.
Among other duties in the Law
Library, Liz will facilitate the Lawyer
in the Library Program. Stop in and
say “Hi” or drop her a line at elizabeth.
williams@washoecourts.us if you need
more information about this satisfying
CLE opportunity.
Thank you to the September
and October Lawyer in the Library
volunteers! If you are not one already,
please consider becoming a Lawyer in
the Library volunteer. We hold Family
Law and General Law programs weekly
and Probate Law program the first and
third Wednesday of the month virtually,
via Zoom. With the virtual format we
allocate 15 minutes for each patron,
meaning volunteers will typically
only see four patrons for every hour
they volunteer. Lawyer in the Library
volunteers can earn 1 CLE credit for
every 3 hours volunteered, for up to 4
credits per year!
Please contact Liz Williams at
elizabeth.williams@washoecourts.us or
(775) 328-3095 if you would like to
volunteer using our new virtual format,
or for further information regarding the
Lawyer in the Library program.
Volunteer names in bold have
volunteered more than once this year.
September 2021
Kale M. Brock
Richard F. Cornell  
Kyle E. Edgerton  
Adam D. Hosmer-Henner

Kendra J. Jepsen
Bronagh M. Kelly
Colton T. Loretz
Adam P. McMillen  
Kevin P. Ryan
John M. Samberg  
Gary R. Silverman
Tehan W. Slocum  
S. Timothy Summers
John A. White, Jr.
October 2021
Elizabeth M. Bittner
Brittany N. Cooper
Nicole M. Harvey
Kenton C. Karrasch
Jonathan H. King
Colton T. Loretz
Matt Morris
Michael V. Roth
Madelyn B. Shipman
Gary R. Silverman
Tehan W. Slocum
Maximilian A. Stovall
S. Timothy Summers
Janet E. Traut
Jill K. Whitbeck

New E-Books on Lexis Digital
Library at the Nevada Supreme Court
Law Library

·

Cybercrime Investigations

·

New Laws of Robotics

In an attempt to bring more digital
content to all Nevadans, not just
those who are able to visit the Nevada
Supreme Court Law Library in person,
we recently subscribed to the ABA
Collection through Lexis Digital Library
(LDL). This subscription provides public
access to hundreds of books on cutting
edge and niche legal topics that would
most likely be of interest to attorneys.
Sample titles include:

·

And many, many more

·

Getting Started with Advance
Directives

·

The Dark Web: The Unseen Side
of the Internet

·

Advising the Small Business

·

Biotechnology and the Law

·

Blockchain for Business Lawyers

·

Guide to Business Divorce

·

A Manual of Style for Contract
Drafting

·

The Adoption Law Handbook

·

Electronic Evidence for Family
Law Attorneys

·

The Attorney-Client Privilege in
Civil Litigation

·

Reasonable Expectations:
Interpreting Insurance Policies
in Common Law Jurisdictions

·

Diminution in Value Damages-How to Determine the Proper
Measure of Damage to Real and
Personal Property

·

ABA Standards for Criminal
Justice--Monitors and
Monitoring

·

Can They Do That?
Understanding Prosecutorial
Discretion

·

AI for Lawyers

These titles will soon be discoverable
through the library catalog, but you
can view them now by browsing the
various practice areas in the LDL.
Like the Matthew Bender/LexisNexis
treatises (Nevada Civil Practice Manual,
Michie’s Nevada Revised Statutes
Annotated, Gaming Law & Practice,
Nevada Marijuana Laws and Regulations,
etc.) that are also part of the LDL, the
ABA titles are limited to one person/
one use. Again, these titles are available
FOR FREE FOR EVERYONE (as long
as you are a Nevada resident or Nevada
attorney) once you are signed up for a
LDL account.
If you have not yet signed up for
the Lexis Digital Library, please send an
email to: reference@nvcourts.nv.gov!
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MEDIATION MATTERS
By Margaret M.Crowley, Crowley Mediation, L.L.C.

ONE SMALL STEP: THE PROMISE OF CONVERSATION

A

uthor’s note: I recently had the
pleasure of participating as a
panelist for a program hosted by KUNR
Public Radio and Nevada Humanities
called “Learning How to Listen.” The
presentation was created to kick off
“One Small Step,” a program through
StoryCorps that pairs two people with
differing beliefs for a conversation.
One of my obligations as a panelist
was to write a blog piece. Below is
what I submitted. If you would like to
participate in a conversation through
One Small Step, please see the link at the
end of the article. In particular, there is
a need for applicants who speak Spanish
and/or have conservative values.
“[T]he only sensible and intelligent way of
resolve differences and clashes of interests,
whether between individuals or nations,
is through dialogue.” Tenzin Gyatso, the
14th Dalai Lama (Tibetan)
The Dalai Lama has it right - we need
to talk. More accurately, we need to talk
the right way: face to face, with openness
and curiosity. In these unprecedented
times when hundreds of Americans are
dying, we should be connecting with one
another, united in grief. Yet we remain
polarized, finding it increasingly difficult
to engage with those whose viewpoints
differ from ours. How has it come to this?
As a mediator who deals with people in
conflict regularly, I have a few theories.
Many of the issues currently dividing
us are based on personal values. Of
the many sources of conflict, e.g.,
relationship, process, data, value conflicts
are the most difficult to resolve. It’s easy
to see why: how can we compromise on
something that represents who we are
and what we believe at our very core?
Additionally,
the
way
we
communicate has changed dramatically.
Rarely do people chat with their
neighbors on the front porch. Instead,
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many receive information via the news
medium of their choice. The default
mode for communication has become
email, text, Facebook, etc. This is not real
communication. Real communication
is hearing alternative viewpoints, seeing
each other’s eyes and body language,
observing reactions and actively listening.
What we see on social media are not
conversations, they are soliloquies or
words without context. These do not
inspire the empathy so vital to our
collective and individual wellbeing.
How do we help the pendulum swing
back? One conversation at a time. My
chosen style of mediation is facilitative,
which
emphasizes
interpersonal
communication. Why? Because face
to face conversation humanizes a
disagreement. It’s one thing to be callous
on social media, quite another to do so
to someone sitting across the table from
you.
I have facilitated conversations
between thousands of people, helping
many find common ground even in value
conflicts. Dialogue allows people to
connect on a personal level. It doesn’t
mean they compromise their values.
It does mean they can choose to see
each other as human beings and respect
that everyone has a unique perspective.
People often find beliefs upon which they
can agree. The deeper the conversation,
the more opportunities for finding
similarities and compassion for one
another.
We can all strive to engage in healthy
dialogue. I’m excited to be part of
One Small Step, hosted by Nevada
Humanities, KUNR and Noticiero
Móvil. The program matches two people
with different ideological viewpoints for a
conversation. Participants can talk about
anything. Other communities have done
this with great success, finding what I
do at the mediation table: there’s almost
always something upon which people can

agree. Many leave these conversations
feeling far more hopeful about the future.
If you would like to be a part of it
through One Small Step, please visit
https://www.nevadahumanities.org/
the-salon-popup-salons/2021/8/16/onesmall-step.
Margaret Crowley is an experienced
mediator, Supreme Court
Settlement Judge, EEOC
Mediator,
Second
JD
Custody & Dependency
Mediation Panels, Pro Tem
Family Court Master and
mediation instructor.
START 2022 STRONG WITH LAWPAY
Our partners at LawPay want to help set
you up for success in the new year. That's
why they're offering WCBA members an
opportunity to try their trusted online
payment solution with no monthly
program fee for a full year. LawPay
allows you to securely accept credit, debit,
and eCheck payments in-person, online,
on your website, or through your practice
management software. Don't miss out on
this limited time offer! Sign up for LawPay
by November 30 to pay no monthly fee
until 2023.

PEOPLE
WCBA Welcomes New Members!
Dax F. Alvarez
Snell & Wilmer LLP
50 W. Liberty St. #510
Reno NV 89501
(775) 785-5440
Email: dalvarez@swlaw.com

Kelly E. Klingseisen
Fennemore Craig, PC
7800 Rancharrah Pkwy.
Reno NV 89511
(775) 788-2236
Email: kklingseisen@fennemorelaw.com

Luke A. Busby
Luke Andrew Busby Ltd.
316 California Ave. #82
Reno NV 89509
(775) 453-0112
Email: luke@lukeandrewbusbyltd.com

Sarah B. Lee
Snell & Wilmer LLP
50 W. Liberty St. #510
Reno NV 89501
(775) 785-5420
Email: sblee@swlaw.com

Christopher R. Day
Lewis Brisbois Bisgaard & Smith, LLP
5555 Kietzke Lane #200
Reno NV 89511
(775) 399-6383
Email: Christopher.day@lewisbrisbois.com

Sean McDowell
Law Offices of Mark Mausert
729 Evans Ave.
Reno NV 89512
(775) 786-5477
Email: sean@markmausertlaw.com

Andrea Sharp
Supreme Court of Nevada
201 S. Carson St.
Carson City NV 89701
Email: andreasharp@email.arizona.edu
Philip Junior M. Tacason
Lewis Brisbois Bisgaard & Smith, LLP
5555 Kietzke Lane #200
Reno NV 89511
(775) 399-6375
Email: Philip.tacason@lewisbrisbois.com
Joseph Yates
Dreyer Babich Buccola Wood Campora
20 Bicentennial Circle
Sacramento CA 95826
(916) 379-3500
Email: jyates@dbbwc.com

Shirley Diaz
Skadden, Arps, Slat, Meagher & Flom LLP
1900 Half St. SW #309
Washington DC 20024
(202) 371-7362
Email: Shirley.diaz@gmail.com
Catherine L. DiCamillo
Feldman Thiel LLP
178 Highway 50, Ste. B
PO Box 1309
Zephyr Cove NV 89448
(775) 580-7431
Email: cathy@fmttahoe.com
Daniel Giudici
Flynn Giudici, PLLC
708 N. Center St. #200
Reno NV 89501
(775) 843-1823
Email: daniel@flynngiudici.com
Brooks Kern
Leach Kern Gruchow Anderson Song
5421 Kietzke Lane #200
Reno NV 89511
(775) 324-5930
Email: brookskern@lkglaw.com
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See wcbar.org/events for details and registration
NOVEMBER

3

Douglas-Carson Legal Professionals
meet for lunch and CLE at noon via Zoom.
Speakers are announced on website www.
douglascarsonlegalprof.org.

12

WCBA Annual Entertaining
Ethics CLE, 1:00 to 4:00 p.m. via Zoom. 3
Hours CLE Ethics Credit including 1 hour
Substance Abuse/Mental Health. Discounted
rate for WCBA members. RSVP at www.
wcbar.org/events

RENEW YOUR WCBA DUES
TODAY!
If you haven't already renewed your
dues, please take a minute to do so
today.
Dues expire December 2021.
Renew online at www.wcbar.org
Category A - $80, 40 years in
practice (active or semi-retired)
Category B - $200, Sustaining
member, willing to provide
financial support in addition to
dues
Category C - $175, over 10 years,
admitted to Nevada Bar in 2011
Category D - $135, 6-10 years,
admitted to Nevada Bar in 20122016
Category E - $105, 0-5 years,
admitted to Nevada Bar in 2017 or
later.
Category F - $80, anyone admitted
to the Nevada Bar who is semiretired or retired from the active
practice of law or a law clerk
Category P - $50, paralegal/legal
assistant
Category S - $95, social member,
anyone not admitted to practice in
Nevada

14
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DECEMBER

8

WCBA Cannabis CLE via Zoom,
12 noon, for 1 hour CLE credit. Free to
members. $45 non-members. Register at
www.wcbar.org/events.

Classifieds
Please visit www.wcbar.org/classifieds for full job descriptions & deadlines.
EMPLOYMENT
ATTORNEYS:
THE WASHOE COUNTY PUBLIC
DEFENDER’S OFFICE is accepting
applications for a Deputy Public
Defender in the Criminal and Family
division of the office.
RENO JUSTICE COURT is seeking
qualified candidates to apply for a parttime Court Referee position.
T H E WA S H O E
COUNTY
ALTERNATE PUBLIC DEFENDER'S
OFFICE has an immediate opening for
a deputy position. The Alternate Public
Defender’s office represents parents whose
children have been removed from the
custody and/or control of those parents,
criminal defendants, specialty court
participants and juveniles.
LYON COUNTY is currently accepting
applications for the full-time, exempt
position of Deputy District Attorney.
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA,
RENO, seeks applicants for an
Assistant General Counsel that reports
administratively to the General Counsel.
EXPERIENCED ATTORNEY: Small,
well-established AV rated law firm in
Minden is seeking an experienced 3+
year Associate attorney to help grow
a thriving practice. Minden Lawyers,
LLC practices in many areas of law,
including family law, estate planning,
probate, contracts, business and criminal
law. We represent many governmental
entities and water companies. If you
have legal experience and are interested
in these areas of practice, please submit
your resume, references and salary
requirements via email to: Tammy@
mindenlawyers.com. Salary DOE.
A S S O C I AT E AT T O R N E Y —
RENO. Thorndal Armstrong, with

offices in Reno and Las Vegas, currently
has an associate position available in its
Reno office to a qualified candidate with
interest in a diverse civil defense practice.
Successful candidates will be Nevada
bar passed and have strong research and
writing skills and academic background.
Please send resume, writing sample and
cover letter to kfp@thorndal.com. All
inquires will remain confidential.
WASHOE LEGAL SERVICES, a nonprofit, public interest law firm is seeking
the following: Adult Guardianship
Attorney; Bi-Lingual (English &
Spanish), Intake Specialist at the Senior
Law Center and a Staff Attorney for the
Senior Law Center.
SUPPORT STAFF:
EXPERIENCED LEGAL/OFFICE
ASSISTANT: Small, well-established
law firm in Minden is seeking an
experienced legal/office assistant with
3 to 5 years’ experience to work 25
to 30 hours a week. Could be full-

time for the right applicant. This is
NOT an entry level position. Minden
Lawyers, LLC seeks someone with
legal experience to assist two attorneys
and a paralegal, and to perform
administrative functions of a law office.
Candidate should be able to manage
priorities, work independently and be
part of a team. Salary DOE. Qualified
applicants please submit your resume,
references and salary requirements via
email to: Tammy@mindenlawyers.
com.
LEGAL ASSISTANT A national law
firm has an immediate opening for a
Legal Assistant in its Reno, NV office.
FULL-TIME LEGAL ASSISTANT
(South Reno) Busy law firm, primarily
serving Homeowners Associations,
seeks to fill a full-time position with
the primary job responsibilities
being centered around assisting one
paralegal and two attorneys with
litigation, bankruptcy, mediation, and
transactional matters.

Gordon Rees Scully Mansukhani LLP is pleased to
announce the opening of its Reno Office
Stephen S. Kent
Managing Partner-Reno
Sean Flynn Partner
Brian Walters Partner
Lynn V. Rivera Senior Counsel
201 West Liberty Street, Suite 320
Reno, Nevada 89501
Office: 775-324-9800
Fax 775-460-4901
November/December 2021, Vol. 43, No. 6
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Classifieds
Please visit www.wcbar.org/classifieds for full job descriptions & deadlines.

SERVICES
LEGAL RESEARCH AND WRITING
SERVICES. Nevada licensed attorney
with more than 25 years of diverse
experience helping sole practitioners and
small firms make their case loads more
comfortable. OutsourceJD@gmail.com
MEDIATOR SERVICES Experienced
attorney/mediator to help you resolve
your civil, divorce and custody cases by
Zoom or in person. Contact Gabrielle
at carrlawresolve.com, 775-636-3534 or
carrlawresolve@gmail.com

PROFESSIONAL OFFICE SPACE
available for lease, 679 Sierra Rose Dr.,
Ste. A., Reno, one to three separate
offices and common areas that include:
reception area, kitchen/break room,
two conference rooms. Potential for
trust and estate planning and litigation
overflow work. Contact gmuirltd@
gmail.com
PROFESSIONAL OFFICE SUITE
AVAILABLE - 224 sf; shared reception
area, conference room and common
areas; corner of Flint and Ridge Streets.
Contact Jeff at 775-846-8090.

PROFESSIONAL OFFICES
AVAILABLE: Midtown, across from the
Federal Courthouse, conference room,
parking, kitchen and other amenities
included. Call 775.742.9509
ONE PERSON LAW OFFICE,
Midtown (105 Mt. Rose St.) Furnished,
$750/mo, includes utilities, parking.
Available now. Call 324-6447

OFFICE SPACE
CONFERENCE
ROOMS
AND
EXECUTIVE OFFICE RENTALS
by the Month/Day/Hour. Includes
receptionist services. Pinnacle Executive
Suites in North Carson City. Contact
Marcey at (775)884-6123 or mgr@
pinnacleexecutivesuites.com for more
information.

CLASSIFIEDS

Your classifed ad appears in The Writ and online at wcbar.
org./classifieds. Updated regularly. Member rate is $25 for
first 30 words and $.50 for each additional word. Nonmember rates: $40 for first 30 words and $1.00 for each
additional word. Fax to 775-324-6116 or e-mail gina@
wcbar.org.

C & H Couriers/Process Servers
NV PILB LIC #2602

(775) 219-2871

Providing the following services in Northern Nevada and parts of
California.

•
•
•
•
•

Courier service
Service of process
Skip trace and locate/asset searches
Court filings and document retrieval
Mobile Notary

We coordinate nationwide service of process for our clients.
Make us a part of your team today!! Call or visit our website today
to set up an online account and start receiving the quality
service you deserve.

Visit us at

www. candhcouriers. com
E-Mail us at

candhcouriers@gmail.com
Member of the following
organizations

The publication of any advertisement should not be deemed as an endorsement by the Washoe County Bar Association

